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Abstract
Wolfhart Pannenberg’s eschatology directs attention to an outworking of God’s
love in the world and is a thus potential resource for ethics concerned with nature
and human society. This essay aims specifically to assess whether an
eschatological perspective as seen in the work of Wolfhart Pannenberg may
strengthen ecological ethics. It begins with a brief overview of the development
of Christian thought concerning the ultimate fate of the Earth and the motivation
for ecological theology. The main body of the discussion continues with an
outline of Wolfhart Pannenberg’s eschatology and its relationship to creation. It
will be seen that Pannenberg encourages an eschatological ethics based in God’s
self as the ultimate good and God’s love for the world. From this can be drawn
implications for ecological ethics in particular. The concept of humankind’s
creation in the image of God is central to an understanding of humanity’s place in
the natural realm and merits specific attention. Pannenberg’s eschatology is
founded on his understanding of the causal priority of God’s future and it is this
concept that is most criticised in his eschatology. Some of these criticisms are
considered.
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§1. Introduction
This essay is a discussion of the contribution to ecological theological ethics of the
eschatology of Wolfhart Pannenberg.
Christians have long believed that the worship of God embraces respect and care for
God’s creation. The ecological challenges of recent decades have stimulated the development
and articulation of this commitment as ‘ecological theology’. Ecological theology draws on
the full spectrum of theological resources to consider questions such as God’s self-revelation
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through the natural realm and humankind’s ecological relationships and responsibilities
within the created order. For many, ecological theology offers ethical guidance for Christian
attitudes and conduct concerning nature and society.
Eschatology is one of the fields of theological study important to ecological ethics.
Christian tradition about the fate of the Earth, our physical world, ranges widely, including
ideas of annihilation, transformation and deification. But if the world is doomed for
destruction, what incentive remains to care for the Earth? How is this incentive affected if we
believe that the Earth will in some way be transformed or redeemed, rather than destroyed?
Does the hope of such transformation by God diminish or enhance the need to do anything to
preserve the Earth in this present age? These are just some of the eschatological questions
bearing on ecological ethics. Pannenberg’s eschatology directs attention to an outworking of
God’s love in the world and is a thus potential resource for ethics concerned with nature and
human society.
Arguments can be made for ecological theology regardless of the eschatological fate of
creation. Respect for God’s creation has value in the present and can be seen as an
outworking of the imago Dei. The earthly creation merits care and respect, regardless of its
ultimate fate, precisely because of its inherent value as God’s creation. However, this essay
does not debate the value of ecological theology as such. In a sense, this is taken as a given.
The essay aims specifically to assess whether an eschatological perspective as seen in the
work of Wolfhart Pannenberg may strengthen ecological ethics.
The essay begins with a brief overview of the development of Christian thought
concerning the ultimate fate of the Earth and the motivation for ecological theology. The
main body of the discussion briefly begins with an outline of Wolfhart Pannenberg’s
eschatology and its relationship to creation. It will be seen that Pannenberg encourages an
eschatological ethics based in God’s self as the ultimate good and God’s love for the world.
From this can be drawn implications for ecological ethics in particular. The concept of
humankind’s creation in the image of God is central to an understanding of humanity’s place
in the natural realm and merits specific attention. Pannenberg’s eschatology is founded on his
understanding of the causal priority of God’s future and it is this concept that is most
criticised in his eschatology. Some of these criticisms are considered.
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§2. The fate of the Earth and ecological theology
Science suggests that, in the very long term, the earth will be consumed by the fiery
death throes of the Sun. Ultimately, the universe will either dissipate in entropy, becoming
dark and cold, or will collapse into itself in a ‘big crunch’. In the much shorter term,
catastrophic extinction of human (and possibly all) life on earth is possible. There are
challenges, therefore, in reconciling the views of science with the hope that is at the heart of
the Christian gospel.1 Throughout his work, Wolfhart Pannenberg has emphasised dialogue
between science and theology. On this issue he concludes that,
The distinctive claim of Christian faith that the world will have an end cannot
find support in our scientific knowledge of the world even though it does not have
to be in opposition to it. ... [T]he cosmic eschatology of the Bible that expects an
imminent end to the world, even though no timetable is set (Mark 18:32 par.), is
not congruent with scientific extrapolations regarding a possible end to the
universe that look to a remote future. We cannot readily argue, then, that they
relate to the same event.2
The idea of a final consummation and an end to history is found in Jewish apocalyptic
(Daniel, chapters 2 and 7) and was a background for Jesus’ teaching of the imminence of the
coming of God’s kingdom. Through much of Christian history, the dominant view of the fate
of the Earth has been that the world will be transformed by God at the end of the age, rather
than utterly destroyed.3 However, orthodox Lutheran theology, for example, held that
annihilation, not transformation, is the ultimate destiny of the world. Originating in the
patristic idea of the physical redemption of the whole cosmos, eastern Orthodox theology
suggests that the redemption of humankind will bring with it the redemption of nature, so that
both will participate in the nature of God.4
From the mid-eighteenth century, Protestant theology moved away from the Luthern
concept of the destruction of the world to a revival of the idea of an end-time transformation
of the world. The idea of an end to human history was also questioned. In the nineteenth
century, Ritschl and others related eschatological statements about the end of world to the
death of individuals, which was for each individual the end of the world.5
Paul Santmire distinguishes two traditions in Christian theology concerning the status
of nature in the end-time. In the ‘asymmetrical’ vision, only humans are called to final
redemption; nature has value only in its service to humanity and is not called to the final
perfection. In the ‘symmetrical’ concept, on the other hand, the whole cosmos is destined to
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be redeemed by God. In this view, nature is intrinsically and not merely instrumentally
valued. Its value derives not from its service to humans but from its own created being.6
Some ecological theologians have argued that this present earth, itself a living thing,
holds within it the God-given promise of the new earth and that our present earthly life holds
within itself the promise of a life that is eternal.7
In his famed 1967 paper “The historical roots of our ecological crisis”,8 Lynn White Jr.
argued that attitudes influenced by Christianity in Medieval western Europe led to the rise of
science and technology, the union of which empowered the threat to humanity posed by
ecological catastrophe. The Bible banished the spirits from nature and Christianity became
the most anthropocentric religion in history. White’s historical conclusions have been
contested.9 It is also argued that it is not the biblical outlook on nature but human sinfulness
that is the problem. But White’s paper is an important example of criticism that stirred the
Western churches into a re-evaluation and re-vitalisation of thinking on creation and the
natural environment.
There has been a great deal of writing in recent decades directed towards a theological
understanding of the created universe. Some examples are listed in the footnotes.10
Sustainability has become the touchstone of ecologically sound practice. But as John Nash
notes, it must be complemented by other values, notably distributive justice.11 For Nash and
many other writers, the primary value for the Christian in God’s creation is love.
Perhaps the most urgent and difficult task in the development of a Christian
ecological ethic is an adequate interpretation of Christian love in an ecological
context. The task is essential, in my view, because love is the integrating center of
Christian faith and ethics. If so, a Christian ecological ethic is seriously deficient even if conceivable - unless it is grounded in Christian love.12
Love not merely permits Christians to adopt an environmentalist perspective, but gives
a strong reason and motivation.
§3. Wolfhart Pannenberg’s eschatology and its relation to creation
In common with much of liberal theology, nineteenth century Christian eschatology
reflected the social ideals of a secular European society. By contrast, the twentieth century
saw a movement of eschatology from a “perfectly harmless chapter”13 at the end of Christian
dogmatics to the centre of theological reflection. The importance of eschatology in the
twentieth century and today is indicated by the place given to it by many leading
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theologians.14 Eschatology has become a disparate, complex and diverse discipline, reflecting
the various schools of theology of which it is a part.15
Protestant discussion of eschatological theology since 1960 has been particularly
influenced by the separate contributions of Wolfhart Pannenberg and Jürgen Moltmann.16
Pannenberg and Moltmann conceive of God’s future as ‘already’ existing in eternity. God’s
kingdom is eternity entering into time. The present reality is shaped by God’s future.17
Pannenberg describes a human movement towards the future, and God’s movement from the
future into the present18 and employs an eschatological perspective throughout his theology.
“Because God and his lordship form the central content of eschatological salvation”, he says,
“eschatology ... determines the perspective of Christian doctrine as a whole.19
Pannenberg’s eschatology has to do with the perfecting of individual life after death
and with the consummation of humanity and the world in God’s kingdom.20 If God is truly
the creator, he argues, theology deals with all of reality and not only with the significance of
revelation for human salvation.21
The emergence of human life in the course of the cosmic process must also be
related to that process as a whole in such a way that it determines the structure of
the entire universe. Salvation cannot be conceived as occurring separately for
humans at the end of history.22
Thorwald Lorenzen typifies Pannenberg’s work as having an eristic thrust. That is,
Pannenberg seeks to formulate a well argued, credible basis for Christian faith, more reliable
than human experience, and not based on simple assertion or arbitrary claim for authority. At
the same time Pannenberg is interested in communicating the gospel to the modern person. In
contrast to the existential approach of Bultmann on the one hand and the supra-historical
approach of Barth on the other, he seeks to give theological status to history - history that can
be investigated with generally accepted scientific methods. History must be the medium of
divine revelation if it is to be the basis for faith.23
Pannenberg breaks with the classical Greek idea of truth. Rather than seeing truth as a
constant and unchanging presence, he draws from the Hebrew idea that truth is essentially
historical and ultimately eschatological. Truth is what is revealed throughout the movement
of time, climaxing in the end event.24 Consequently, according to Pannenberg, prior to the
eschaton all human knowledge will remain provisional and all human truth-claims
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contestable. In such a situation, all theology has an apologetic dimension. A systematic
construction of Christian doctrine is an attempt to verify the truth claims of Christian
revelation.25
Pannenberg’s concentration on eschatology begins with the centrality of Jesus’
proclamation. In Jesus’ words, deeds and fate, everything is directed towards the coming
kingdom.26
[The] resounding motive of Jesus’ message - the immanent Kingdom of God must be recovered as a key to the whole of Christian theology. ... Our starting
point ... is the kingdom of God understood as the eschatological future brought
about by God himself.27
Writing in 1967, Pannenberg found that, despite the centrality in Jesus’ message of the
proclamation of God’s immanent kingdom, the dogmatics of recent decades had been marked
by steady erosion of the notion of the kingdom of God.28 It had come to be accepted that,
because the kingdom of God is found where God’s will is obeyed, extension of the sphere of
obedience to God’s will would mean the extension and establishment of God’s kingdom. Late
in the nineteenth century, however, Johannes Weiss had demonstrated that, according to
Jesus’ message, the kingdom of God will be established not by human effort but by God
alone.29 According to Pannenberg, theology was, “yet to digest this radical change from the
ethical to the eschatological understanding of the Kingdom of God.”30 Despite Jesus’
proclamation of the coming reign of God, theological understanding of the future as a “mode
of God’s being” was underdeveloped. “Is not God God only in the accomplishment of his
lordship over the world? This is why his deity will be revealed only when the kingdom
comes, since only then will his lordship be visible.”31
In Jesus’ teaching, Pannenberg says, God’s kingdom is not in the distant future but is
immanent.32 The present is not independent from the future.33 Jesus, the paradigm of our own
future, inspires and makes possible living toward that future. Before the kingdom had fully
come, God’s love was announced in him. The communion with God made possible in Christ
demands our active participation in God’s creative love to all creatures. Thus emerge the
ethical implications of Pannenberg’s eschatology. “Since we are able to participate
proleptically in the promised future, we are encouraged to anticipate this future
proleptically.”34
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... God’s rule is not simply in the future, leaving men to do nothing but wait
quietly for its arrival. No, it is a mark of Jesus’ proclamation of the Kingdom of
God that future and present are inextricably interwoven. ... Jesus underscored the
present impact of the immanent future.35
God’s government of the world and preservation of its creatures expresses God’s
faithfulness. “Every creature is itself an end in God’s work of creation and is therefore an end
for his world government as well.”36 The purpose of God’s creation and rulership is not
God’s self-glorification, Pannenberg argues. Rather, God’s creation and rulership are
expressions of God’s love and have as their content and purpose, “the consummation of
creation and creatures.”37 This consummation is profoundly trinitarian, for “What ultimately
underlies the participation of God in the life of creatures that works itself out as their
preservation and governing is the self-differentiation of the Son from the Father.”38 (Heb. 1:3,
Eph. 1:10)
God’s government of the world reveals God’s supremacy over the misuse of creaturely
independence and God’s ability to bring good from evil. “Its final vindication, of course, will
come only with the eschatological transformation and consummation of the world as the
kingdom of God.”39 Above all, it is God’s love revealed in Jesus that is being made known
through history and in creation.40 The outworking of this love in the context of God’s coming
kingdom is the foundation of Pannenberg’s ‘eschatological’ ethics. Our actions will be
profoundly ethical when we participate in this outworking, the making known of God’s love
in the world.
§4. Pannenberg’s eschatological ethics in application to ecological theology
In his Theology and the kingdom of God,41 Pannenberg discusses whether or not there is
an essential relationship between ethics and eschatology. He considers that neither imposition
of ‘God-given’ rules, nor appeals to conscience or to reason seem to be effective in bringing
about ethical conduct. Thus, Pannenberg’s ethics are axiological - based in a theory of the
ground of value. An ontological foundation for ethics has to do with what is beyond the
presently realised human condition.42 “If all men are seeking what is good for them but are so
easily mistaken about what is good, the obvious need is for a criterion.”43
God is the ultimate good of our ethical endeavours, not when thought of in splendid
transcendent self-isolation, Pannenberg says, but when understood as being related to our
world through the coming of the future kingdom. Not yet fully possessed, our goal is the
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good defined in God’s future.44 This requires our striving for the ultimate good to be turned
into concern for the world. For God intends that the world be transformed through God’s
rule. (For Pannenberg, the last judgement will not annihilate the world but cleanse it. This can
be interpreted as the transformation from the perishable to the imperishable (I Cor.
15.50ff.)).45 Therefore, rather than leaving the world behind for God’s sake, we must
experience ‘conversion to the world’. Love for God and love for God’s world are not
separate. Rather, by loving one another and our world now, we participate in the transforming
power of the rule of God’s love.46
By sharing in the dynamics of God’s love for the world, Pannenberg believes, the
Christian moves beyond narrow concern for personal happiness to realise that fulfilment is
comprehended in the larger love of God’s affirmation of the world.47 Pannenberg aligns this
participation in God’s love particularly with a love for one’s fellow being, but it applies
equally to a love for the whole of creation. This requires a commitment to the provisional
that, Pannenberg says, is “essential to Christian faith in the Kingdom of God.”48 We cannot
withhold commitment because the absolute remains out of reach in the future. Rather, from
the future come impulses for criticism and change toward a better future of freedom, peace,
and caring community life. We express our love by action in the present, temporal,
provisional and finite realm. Everything we accomplish is provisional and subject to
transformation. Even Jesus’ message of the kingdom was a preliminary, heralding God’s still
immanent kingdom. “To love the preliminary is no little thing. ... He who despises the
preliminary because he waits for the ultimate will not be able to recognise the ultimate in its
coming.”49 For Pannenberg, the immanence of God’s coming kingdom impels concrete,
loving, action in this present world. To go beyond the present, Pannenberg affirms, “must not
mean the destruction of the present, but rather the advent of its own future destiny.”50
An eschatological understanding of the kingdom, Pannenberg argues, does not allow
any particular social program to be mistaken for the kingdom. Pannenberg sharply
distinguishes an eschatological foundation for ethics from liberal evolutionary optimism.
Equally, he criticises a conservative dualism that contrasts the world of sin with the rule of
Christ and avoids social responsibility.51 The potential for radical action indicated by
Pannenberg’s ethics encourages comparison between his ideas and those of liberation
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theology. However, he is reluctant to accept this, because of the Marxist social analysis
underlying much liberationist thought and what he sees as a potential for violence.52
Pannenberg’s approach does not place God outside history, but attempts to discern how
God’s desires might be best enacted in history. A weakness of such an approach, Gerald
Sauter argues, is that we may too readily assume our ability to evaluate human action in the
knowledge of God’s will. The resulting set of demands can make hope of little effect except
as a motivation for action in a world that falls short of what God desires.53
A difficulty in eschatological theory is the relationship between the present and the
future - is there a disjunction or a conjunction between the two? That is, will the future be so
different from the present that there is little continuity? Or does the present have significance
for future reality? A strict disjunction would imply that present ethical actions have little
relevance for the eschatological future. A strong conjunction would imply the opposite, but
also risk collapsing the eschaton into history.54 On the one hand, Pannenberg contrasts the
future kingdom of God with present reality. “The human destiny of the individual can never
be adequately fulfilled by the political order. ... Human salvation ... can only be awaited in
the coming world of God ...”55 On the other hand, Pannenberg allows that human institutions,
especially the communal life of the church, do mediate to us our anticipated participation in
the future world. Christian unity, for example, embodies ahead of time the eventual unity of
the coming kingdom of God.56
There is for Pannenberg a strong proleptic conjunction between present action and the
future kingdom and his ethic is one of anticipation. There is a conjunction between history
and eschatology. The present is incomplete and the reality to come will be a fulfilment and a
completion.57 For Pannenberg, the primary causal direction of this relationship is from the
future. God’s future impacts on our present. The accomplishments of today are effects of the
future, not the determinants of the future. “By giving priority to the future”, Peters comments,
“Pannenberg can preserve emphasis on the initiation of God, on divine grace.”58
Pannenberg’s eschatological ethics relate directly to ecological principles concerning
the care of the Earth and right relationships with the natural realm. However, an assessment
of this contribution may depend on the sustainability of Pannenberg’s eschatological schema
as a whole, particularly in its employment of a determinative priority for the future. This key
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concept in Pannenberg’s theology is one of its most debated aspects. Some criticisms will be
discussed in a later section of this essay.
§5. The imago Dei and ecology in an eschatological perspective
The previous section discussed the contribution of Pannenberg’s eschatology to ethics
generally, including ecological ethics. For Christians, the theological concept of the imago
Dei, the creation of humankind in the ‘image of God’ (Gen. 1.26-28, 5.1-2, 9.6-7), has a
particular bearing on humanity’s place in the natural world.59 Therefore, this section sketches
very briefly the importance of the imago Dei in ecological theology and then refers to
Pannenberg’s consideration of the imago Dei in the context of eschatological ethics.
Traditional understandings of the imago Dei have been criticised as anthropocentric and
divorcing humankind from its proper place and role in creation. More recent scholarship has
brought an understanding that the image of God in humankind can and should be outworked
in creation in a way that is centred in creation and in God’s own self. Some, including
Pannenberg, consider that our place in creation is best understood as an expression of the
image of Christ as the ultimate perfection of God’s image in man and woman.60
As there is transcendence and mystery in God’s self, so there is mystery in the ‘image
of God’ and in the character of being human. As the human image of God, Christ restored the
imago Dei from the corruption of sin. As in all aspects of the redemptive work, this is a
“now, but not yet” event. Our place as bearers of the imago Dei has been assured through the
work of Christ, yet we are engaged in its expression and renewal in the world (I John 3.2).
Following Karl Barth, Charles Sherlock suggests that, rather than asking, “What is the
image of God in which we are made?” it is better to ask, “What does it mean to be made in
the image of God?”61 In a survey of the study of the imago Dei concept in the century to
1988, Gunnlaugur Jónsson concluded that such a ‘functional’ view had come to dominate. It
seeks to understand in context the purposes and outcomes of humankind’s creation in the
image of God - rather than to determine the meaning of the imago Dei as such. The only view
that Jónsson concluded could challenge a functional understanding of the imago Dei is a
relational interpretation, of which Barth62 and Claus Westermann63 have been exponents.
Westermann argues that the creation of humankind “in the image and likeness of God” is not
a declaration about humans, but about God’s creative act. Its meaning is in God’s purpose
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itself and in relationships between God and humans.64 Nevertheless, it would be naïve to
discuss the imago Dei without some apologia for the Genesis concept of dominion or
rulership in creation.
In his Systematic theology Pannenberg brings the functional and relational approaches
together. Our co-rulership with God in creation can be realised for the good only as we are
reconciled to God and in relationship with God in Christ.65 Pannenberg does not absolve
humankind from blame for ecological devastation. But he disagrees that Christian
misapplication of the imago Dei is at fault. Citing exegetical and archaeological evidence on
the meaning of humankind’s creation in the ‘image’ of God, Pannenberg finds that,
the criticism of biblical anthropology that claims the giving of dominion in Gen.
1:28 for the unrestricted exploitation of nature by modern technology and
industrial society and for the resultant ecological crisis must be rejected as
without merit.66
Pannenberg cites Lynn White’s essay as an instance of the criticism he rejects.67
Industrial society, Pannenberg argues, is based on secular culture, which has cut itself off
from its historical Christian roots. Modern economic life presupposes emancipation from
religious considerations. Contemporary secularism cannot reasonably boast of liberation from
religious ties and at the same time blame religious origins for “the consequences of its
absolutizing of the striving for possessions”.68 God’s dominion over the world,
excludes arbitrary control or exploitation. ... [W]e may view the ecological crisis
at the end of the modern age of emancipation as a reminder that God is still the
Lord of creation and that human arbitrariness in dealing with it is not without
limits or consequences.69
The doctrines of the fall and of original sin offer an explanation of humankind’s
failures, including our mismanagement of the earth’s environment. The fall presupposes an
original state of innocence. This disagrees with the conclusion of science that we have
evolved from earlier life forms and thus have always been marred by egoism and its
consequences. Some, such as Barth and Brunner, have avoided this difficulty by relating the
fall to an ahistorical dimension of human existence.70 Pannenberg responds that such attempts
have failed to show where there could be a place in human existence for human innocence.
Just as there is no time in history where human innocence can be located, so is there no place
of innocence in our individual lives. Pannenberg proposes that we abandon the idea of the fall
and regard the imago Dei not as something we have marred but as a destiny toward which we
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are to move. This does not absolve us of responsibility, for we do have the capacity to
respond to our destiny.71
This argument of Pannenberg’s would have to be considered in the context of his
understanding of sin, guilt, judgement and God’s forgiveness - all beyond the scope of this
essay. But the implication here is that human guilt is a consequence of present wrong actions
and failures, not as a consequence of an inherent characteristic of human nature. For, if there
was no fall and human nature is inherently inclined to sin, there is an implication that God’s
creation of humankind is imperfect. Pannenberg seems to infer that we are being brought
from an original state of imperfection to a perfected state, which is the imago Dei.
Thus David Bryant is on solid ground when he suggests that, although most of
Pannenberg’s argument (as set out in Anthropology in theological perspective and outlined
above) is convincing, Pannenberg fails to demonstrate a relationship between our ultimate
origin, what we are now and what we are to become. Without this, Bryant contends, our goals
can only be arbitrary or the result of short-term expediency; there is no reason for an already
determined ‘destiny’. Nonetheless, in Systematic theology, Pannenberg is quite clear that our
destiny is “fellowship with God on the basis of our creation in the divine image”.72 Our
creation in God’s image means that, “from the very first as God’s creatures we are destined
for fellowship with God, for ‘life with God’. The point of likeness to God is fellowship with
him.”73 Again, the drawing power of the future is crucial to Pannenberg’s thinking.
We humans, Pannenberg affirms, are called to exercise ethical autonomy, conducting
ourselves according to our own choices. But only by accepting our own finitude and being
reconciled to our creator can we rightly act with God in rulership over creation and achieve
the outworking of God’s image.74 This requires giving other creatures respect within the
limits of their own finitude. Consequently, our creation in God’s image cannot, “remain
external to the actual living of our lives.”75 The imago Dei has profound ethical implications
for our present life and conduct, including in matters relating to ecology and God’s creation.
§6. Criticisms and responses
In discussing the potential contribution to ecological theology of Pannenberg’s ethics,
this essay has repeatedly noted the orientation of his thinking towards the future. Pannenberg
not only looks towards the future, but he argues for an ontological priority of God’s future.
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As [Jesus’ message of the immanence of the Kingdom] is proclaimed and
accepted, God’s rule is present and we can even now glimpse his future glory. In
this way we see the present as an effect of the future, in contrast to the
conventional assumption that the past and present are the cause of the future.76
The difficulty with this orientation to the future is to understand how the future can
determine the present. If Pannenberg’s ideas are vulnerable on this question, it might be
argued that much of his theological project is in jeopardy. Therefore, though an argument at
length cannot be encompassed in this essay, some note must be taken of criticisms of the
priority that Pannenberg affords to the future.
For example, Philip Heffner comments that when Pannenberg speaks of the future as
determining the present,
He seems to be asking us to reverse our prevailing notions of causality, so that the
customary earlier/later relationship between cause and effect which we presume
can be overturned. Conceptually, I find this to be a very difficult thing to
accomplish.77
In response, Lewis Ford suggests that, while only the earlier can effect the later, the
future need not always be conceived of as later than the present.78 Though this is so for
beings, he says, it is not necessarily so for becoming, which concerns a process of
determination, not a succession of events. Something expected in the future can be said to
‘cause’ actions, processes of becoming, in the present. Thus Pannenberg says,
“Determination” of the present by the future is not the same sort of determination
as in the case of past events that determine the future outcome. It does not,
therefore, prevent human freedom in terms of contingent decisions. To the
contrary, it makes such freedom of decision possible.79
Pannenberg sees a connection between God as the power of the future and the
establishment of human freedom, for if God were both omnipotent and always present, there
would be no human freedom.80 To give divine omnipotence and human freedom each their
due place is not easy but, for Pannenberg, the power of the future frees humankind from
presently existing ties, liberating us for our future and giving us our freedom.81
Luco van den Brom argues that there is difficulty in the idea of God’s acting and
coming from the future into the present because this implies the co-existence or simultaneity
of all of the past and present with the future.82 This renders the direction of time illusory,
creating difficulties with the very concept of history. If all stages in the ‘historical’ process
exist synchronously, history is reduced to a singularity that excludes even the possibility of
transience.83 Van den Brom argues that Pannenberg’s and Moltmann’s ideas presuppose that
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God’s future exists simultaneously with the past and present of, for example, the creation and
Calvary. Thus salvation history itself only appears to be historical and cannot be temporally
ordered - at least from God’s point of view.84 Though humans subjectively experience events
as ordered in time, from God’s objective external perspective, temporal events co-exist next
to each other.85 As argued by Pannenberg, God’s whole life and the created reality are present
to God and in God’s control simultaneously.86 The consequence, van den Blom says, is that
all causes and effects are ‘already’ given, though not perceivable by human observers. The
eschaton and the whole course of the history of creatures are already in place, being
established with creation. Such a schema, though we think we have freedom, in fact implies
that human freedom from necessity does not exist.87 The very process by which Pannenberg
finds freedom to be guaranteed, in van den Blom’s view removes human freedom and
“neglects the value of history that is supposed to be saved in the first place.”88
Neils Gregersen argues that Pannenberg’s conception of the eternal unity of divine
agency is made possible by the trinitarian structure of his theology. The incarnation of the
Son involves God in the temporal dimension of history and the limitations its implies.89 The
Spirit also can be affected by the experience of the creatures. To this, van den Blom replies
that the involvement of God in the temporal world is nonetheless (in Pannenberg’s theology)
eternally created from God’s transcendent future.90
John Polkinghorne notes that there is a “rather banal way” in which science could
accommodate Pannenberg’s concept of the drawing power of the future.
It is well known that the field equations of physics admit of two mutually
exclusive forms of solution. One, based on what are called retarded potentials,
describes a situation in which effects propagate from past to future, the other,
based on advanced potentials, describes a situation in which effects propagate
from the future into the past. However, it is a physical fact (whose origin is not
well understood) that our universe appears to be one whose processes are
generated by retarded potentials only. 91
Sam Powell comments that the idea of the future’s causal priority is “undoubtedly
Pannenberg’s most recondite and counter-intuitive conception.”92 However, Powell suggests
that Pannenberg’s idea can be readily understood from what Pannenberg himself regards as
the most illuminating instance of the priority of the future - the resurrection. The resurrection
was not caused by prior events - it was genuinely new. The resurrection is a case in point of
the future exercising a causal effect on the past as it had a retroactive effect on events in its
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past. Through the resurrection, Pannenberg contends, it is decided that Jesus is and was
already one with God, not only to our knowledge, but also in reality. Only with the
resurrection did it become true that Jesus is in fact the Son of God.93 One can see that the
resurrection of Jesus is perhaps the best example of what Pannenberg seeks to establish.
However I suggest that one can still argue that the resurrection was a consequence of God’s
prior determination to demonstrate Jesus’ eternally pre-existing Sonship (John 1.1).
Jürgen Moltmann’s understanding of our relationship to God’s future has similarities to
and differences from Pannenberg’s. However, he offers a more accessible explanation of the
relationship between present experience and God’s future. To Moltmann, God’s future is
experienced simply wherever this future happens in our history - wherever God gives the
future of the kingdom in advance. Thus, for example,
According to the Jewish idea, this future of God’s occurs discontinuously in time
on the sabbath, in the sabbath year and in the Year of Jubilee; and will one day be
present continuously in the messianic time.94
The foregoing is but a cursory comparison of some differing views. But it illustrates
that the validity of Pannenberg’s concept of the ontological priority of the future remains the
subject of current debate, with reputable scholars on opposing sides of the discussion.95 The
question is partly epistemological. That is, it is unclear that there could be conclusive
evidence for or against Pannenberg’s proposal.
§7. Summation
Pannenberg proposes an ethics based on anticipation of the coming of God’s kingdom
and an outworking in our lives of God’s love towards creation. This love is supremely
expressed in and through Jesus Christ. As we act in the power of God’s love, the image of
God in Christ finds expression in us.96
Pannenberg places great importance on the causal priority of the future. Ethics that look
forward to God’s future as Pannenberg proposes can stand independently of this concept.
However, in Pannenberg’s thought, the ontological priority of the future is important because
God’s movement toward us from the future empowers our actions according to God’s
purposes. Nonetheless, even if Pannenberg’s conception of the power of the future were to
fail, this would not gainsay the availability to us of God’s power through the Spirit.
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Pannenberg’s demonstration of an eschatological perspective for Christian ethics offers
a rich resource to those who look for God’s kingdom to be made known in the world.
Ecological ethics draws on an understanding of God’s role and purposes in creation.
Pannenberg has shown that it may also draw confidently on an appreciation of God’s future.
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